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Pirelli P Zero Race 700x28
tire

Price 76.16 €

Previous price 75.65 €

Availability
Available (shipping in

2-5 days)

Number 50019273

Producer code 4149800

EAN 8019227398472

Product description
Pirelli P Zero Race Tire
Using experience from World Tour racing combined with Pirelli's constant pursuit of excellence, the engineering team has
developed the most high-performance, all-round racing tire ever created.

The P Zero Race was created to combine all the advantages of classic tubeless tire technology in a race-ready, all-round
design.
The P Zero Race is a tire that surpasses the performance and efficiency of all other road tires, including derricks.

After three years of development in collaboration with top riders at the World Tour level, including winning the 2019 UCI World
Championship title in the men's and women's categories, a typical racing tire has been created with the new SmartEvo
compound and TechBelt braided technology to provide an excellent product for professional riders and cycling enthusiasts
alike.

Compound:
The new SmartEvo compound uses a blend of three different polymers, each providing specific performance characteristics to
achieve an optimal balance of opposing characteristics such as grip and rolling resistance.
More than 100 years of Pirelli's experience and knowledge, has allowed the company to develop a tire that meets specific
needs for different situations.
The basis for the unique properties of the SmartEVO compound is its three-component composition of polymers with "smart"
parameters, which results in better grip on dry and wet roads, while providing less rolling resistance.
Pirelli has created a performance compound designed and tailored for all disciplines of cycling, from local or World Tour races
to epic adventures, where climate and surface require tires that perform in all conditions.
TechBelt Braid High-performance braid construction with an additional layer of cut-resistant material underneath the tread
provides better protection against punctures and damage in a variety of conditions. TechBelt braid means resistance to
mechanical damage, high comfort and low weight. Braid Value: 120TPI
Braid Technology: TechBelt
Compound: SmartCompound
Weight : 26c - 205g / 28c - 225g / 30c - 245g.
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